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The study of representations of a C*-algebra A amounts to the study of 
positive forms on A. In the same way, there exist narrow connections 
between the notions of correspondences from a von Neumann algebra A to 
a von Neumann algebra N and the notions of completely positive maps 
from A into N 161. In [ 131, J. A. Mingo has proved that for a finite von 
Neumann algebra N and two normal completely positive maps @, 
Y : N + N, the correspondence X, associated @ is weakly contained in X, 
if and only if 0 can be approximately factored by Y ([I 13, Theorem 31; see 
1.7 and 2.5 below for the definitions), which is analogous to Fell’s classical 
result on weak containment [9, Proposition 3.4.21. 
When @ is the identity map I: N + N and Y is a faithful normal positive 
form on N, but viewed as a map from N to N, the fact that X, is weakly 
contained in Xtp means exactly that the map C, x,@J’,H C, x,1’, defined 
on the algebraic tensor product N 0 N’ (where N acts standardly in a 
Hilbert space) extends to a continuous homomorphism from the minimal 
tensor product N @,,, N’ onto the C*-algebra C*(N, N’) generated by N 
and N’. Besides, the property for I to be approximately factored by Y 
means that there is a bounded net (Y,) of normal completely positive maps 
from N to N, with finite rank, such that I= lim, Y,(x) a-weakly for all 
.X E N. The von Neumann algebras having this property are called semi- 
discrete. Thus, the above mentioned result of Mingo gives, in the finite 
case, the well-known characterization of semi-discrete von Neumann 
algebras proved by Effros and Lance [lo, Proposition 4.51. Since the 
EffrosLance result is true without any restriction on the type of N, it is 
natural to try to prove Mingo’s result for any von Neumann algebra N, 
without the help of a finite trace, and it is the starting point of this paper. 
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The concept of self-dual Hilbert N-modules [ 161 seems to be the 
appropriate setting for the study of completely positive maps with values in 
von Neumann algebras. In the first section of our paper, we present the 
needed facts concerning completely positive maps from a <‘*-algebra A 
into N and their relations with representations of A in self-dual Hilbert 
N-modules (called N-representations of A in the following). When A is a 
von Neumann algebra, its normal N-representations in self-dual Hilbert 
N-modules are objects equivalent to what A. Connes has called corre- 
spondences from ,4 to N 16, 71. 
In the second paragraph, thanks to Lemma 2.2, we show that, exactly as 
in the classical case where N = @, weak containment of correspondences 
may be expressed in term of their associated coefficients, which arc here 
completely positive maps from A to N (Proposition 2.3). Thus, we prove 
in full generality (Theorem 2.6) the result of Mingo. 
In Section 3, we give a short proof of another result of J. A. Mingo [ 141, 
giving a characterization of the completely positive maps @: N + N of the 
form .v++x, U,?YO, as those such that X,, is contained in a multiple of the 
identity correspondence of N. 
In Section 4, we characterize the N-representations of A which are 
weakly contained in a coarse representation (see 4.1 for the definition) by 
the property for their coefficients to admit approximate factorizations 
A+ a M,, + y N with @ and Y completely positive (Theorem 4.5). When N 
is a factor, we also show that every coarse N-representation of A is weakly 
contained in any faithful N-representation of A. This had been proved by 
S. Popa in [ 171 for finite factors. 
In the last section, we examine the case N injective. In particular, if N is 
an injective factor, any completely positive map @: A + N can be 
approximately factored by any faithful completely positive map (Proposi- 
tion 5.3). For instance, the set of maps of the form s H Cr=, a,?~, defined 
on A, with u,, . . . . u,, E N, is dense in the space of all completely positive 
maps, gifted with the topology of pointwise a-weak convergence. 
Throughout this paper, A is a C*-algebra and M, N are von Neumann 
algebras. To avoid useless complications, we suppose that M and N are 
o-finite and that A is unital. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we use continually basic facts on Hilbert 
N-modules, some of which are recalled in this section. For further details, 
the reader may refer to [ 16, 18, 19, or 21. 
1.1. Let X be a self-dual (right) Hilbert N-module. We denote by 
( , ) the N-valued inner product, and we suppose that it is conjugate linear 
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in the first variable. The von Neumann algebra of all N-linear bounded 
operators from X to X will be denoted by J&(X). We call s-topology the 
topology defined on X by the family of semi-norms qcp, where cp is any 
positive form on N and 
1.2. DEFINITIONS. We call N-representution of A an unital 
homomorphism 7~: A + YN(X), where X is a self-dual Hilbert N-module 
(hence a usual representation is C-representation). 
Observe that X is a left A-module, so we shall often write u< instead of 
rr(u)t for u E A and < E X, moreover, the N-representation (n, X) will 
usually be denoted X, for simplicity. A vector < E X will be called cyclic~ for 
(n, X) if the N-submodule generated by z(A)< is s-dense in X. 
We say that two N-representations (n, X) and (n’. X’) are equicalent if 
there is an isomorphism of Hilbert N-modules from X onto X’ which inter- 
twines rc and I?. 
In order to avoid paradoxically large sets, we fix a huge infinite cardinal, 
and we consider only N-representations in spaces limited by this cardinal. 
This is done without mention in the following, and we denote by N-Rep(A) 
(or Rep(A) if N = C) the set of equivalence classes of N-representations of 
A. We shall not make any distinction between a N-representation and its 
class. 
1.3. We denote by CP(A, N) the set of completely positive maps 
@:A-+N. 
Let (rc, X) be a N-representation of A, and take < E X. Then 
@: x M ([, n(ru)<) belongs to CP( A, N). We say that @ is associuted to 
(71, <I. 
Conversely, let @: A -+ N be a completely positive map. The classical 
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction may be extended without difficulty 
to the case where the complex field @ is replaced by N. We denote by X, 
the self-dual Hilbert N-module, given from @ by the Stinespring construc- 
tion. Recall that X, is obtained by separation and self-dual completion (see 
[ 16, Theorem 3.21) of the right N-module A G N (algebraic tensor 
product), gifted with the N-valued inner product 
(aOn, a, an,> =n*@(a*u,)n, 
We define a N-representation TL 6,:A+mY!v(X,) by z,(x)(uOn)=xu@n 
for all .Y, a E A, n E N. Denote by rd, the class of 10 1 in X,. We have 
@(xl = (50, r~~(.x)<~) for .YE A, and [@ is a cyclic vector for (7cd,, X,). We 
shall say that (rc@, X,) is the N-representation of A associated to @. 
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It is easily checked that if (n, X) and (n’, X’) are two N-representations 
of A with cyclic vectors 4 and t’, respectively, such that 
(<, n(.v)() = (<‘, 7?(x)(‘) for every s E A, 
then the two representations are equivalent via an isomorphism mapping 
< to l’. 
1.4. We denote by (N, L’(N), J, P) the (unique, up to isomorphism) 
standard form for N (see [12]). Recall that L2(N) is equipped with a pair 
of commuting normal representations TC,~ and 71: of N and No (the 
opposite algebra of N), respectively. Usually we shall write 
= xJy * J/I for .I+, YEN, MEL’. 
When a faithful normal positive form qn is chosen on N, we may identify 
L2(N) with the Hilbert space L’(N, q) of the representation defined by cp, 
and we denote by h, the corresponding cyclic vector. 
Let (71, X) be a N-representation of A and let H, = X@,V L’(N) be the 
Hilbert space obtained by inducing the standard representation 7r,V of N 
from N to A via X [lS, Th. 5.11. Then H, is naturally endowed with the 
induced representation of A and with the normal right action of N defined 
by 
(i”Oh).r=50h?: for all SEA’, hgL’(N), YEN. 
Conversely, consider a triple (pA, pi,, H), where pa and pi,, are com- 
muting representations of A and No, respectively, in a Hilbert space H, 
with pi, normal. We can associate to such a triple a N-representation (71, X) 
of A in the following way. We define X as the space Hom@(L2(N), H) of 
bounded linear operators from L’(N) into H which commute with the 
actions of No on L2(N) and H. Then X is gifted with a right action of N 
by composition of operators (since N acts in L’(N)), and with a N-valued 
inner product by (Y, s) = r*s for r, s E A’. The N-representation 71 of A is 
also given by composition of operators. 
We get in such a way a bijection between the set N-Rep(A) and 
the set of (unitary equivalence classes of) triples (pA, pi., H) as above 
[ 19, Prop. 6.10; 2, Theorem 2.21. 
Remark now that such a triple (pA, y “,, H) gives rise to a representation 
(p, H) of the tensor product A @,,, No (see [lo, Section 21 for the defini- 
tion of nor) by 
p(uOnO)h=y,(a)yO,(n”)h for all UEA, nEN, /IE H. 
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It follows that to each N-representation (n, X) of A we can associate in 
a natural way a representation (p,, H,) of the C*-algebra A O,,, N. 
Thanks to this identification, each notion which makes sense for 
representations of C*-algebras can also be defined for N-representations. 
1.5. DEFINITION. A N-representation (71, X) of A is irreducible if the 
corresponding representation (p,, H,) of A @,,, N” is irreducible. 
It is easily checked that this property is equivalent to the fact that there 
is no non trivial s-closed N-submodule of X stable by the action of A. As 
the s-closed N-submodules correspond bijectively to the projections of 
qbr(X) [2, 1.81, we see that (n, X) is irreducible if and only if the commu- 
tant of n(A) in 6pv(X) is reduced to the scalar operators. 
1.6. Let B be a C*-algebra. We equip the space Rep(B) with the 
topology defined in [ 11, Section 11, which can be described as follows. Let 
(p,,, H,) E Rep(B). Given I: > 0, a finite subset E of B and a finite subset 
r S=,h I,..., h,,) of H,, we denote by U(H,,; E, E, S) the set of (p, H)E 
Rep(B) such that there exist k,, . . . . k,, E H with 
I (II,> po(.x)h,) - (k,, p(-u)k,)l 6 E for all i, j = 1, . . . . n, .x E E. 
Then we consider on Rep(B) the well-defined topology having these sets U 
as basis of neighbourhoods. Recall that it induces the hull-kernel topology 
on the set of irreducible representations. 
In the following, the space N-Rep(A) will be endowed with the topology 
induced by the above one on Rep(A O.,, No). As in [ 1, Proposition 1.121, 
it is easily checked that this topology can be described in the following 
way. Let XOg N-Rep(A), Ye’ a o-weak neighbourhood of 0 in N, E a finite 
subset of A, and S= {r,, . . . . trl} a finite subset of X,,. We denote by 
V(X,,; Y ‘, E, S) the set of XE N-Rep(A) such that there exist v,, . . . . V,,E X 
with 
(Tj,, w,) - <r,, x5,> E 3' for all i, j= 1, . . . . n, SEE. 
Then these sets V form a basis of neighborhoods for the topology of 
N-Rep(A). 
If X0 has co as cyclic vector, then the sets 
Uxo; $“, E)= UJ'o; 7.3 E, {to}, 
are enough to make up a basis of neighbourhoods of X0. 
In particular, take @ E CP(A, N) and XE N-Rep(A). Then X, belongs to 
the closure qf X if and only if‘ there is a net (ti) in X such that 
lim,( c,, ~4, ) = Q(x) o-weakly for x E A. 
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1.7. DEFINITIONS. Let (rc, , X, ) and (n,, X,) be two N-representations of 
A, and let p, and p2 be the corresponding representations of the 
C *-algebra A O,,,, N. We say that (z,,, X, ) is a subrepresentation of 
(n2, X,) if X, is a .s-closed N-submodule of X,, stable by the action of A, 
the homomorphism n, being the restriction of 71. to X, . 
We say that X, is contained in XI, and we write X, c X2, if X, is 
equivalent to a subrepresentation of X,. Obviously, it means that p, is 
equivalent to a subrepresentation of pz. Remark that for @ E CP( A, N), we 
have X, c X, if and only if @ is associated to X,. 
Next, X, is said to be \t’euk/J’ contuinrd in X2, and it is written X, i X1, 
if pI is weakly contained in pz; that is, ker p, 1 ker /I?. This means that p, 
(resp. X,) belongs to the closure of the set of all finite direct sums of copies 
of p? (resp. X,) [ 1 I, Theorem 1.11. When p, is irreducihfe, rhis is rquiculenr 
to the ,fuct thut p, belongs to the closure of‘ p2 ~ or to the ,fuct thut X, is in 
the closure !f’X, [ 11, or 9, Section 3.41. 
The following easy lemma will be useful later: 
1.8. LEMMA. Let (X,, X2) he t\t’o N-representations qf‘ A. Then X, is 
kveukl?, contained in X2 f and only, $,for each comnpletel~~ positivtj mup 
@: A + N ussociuted to X, , H’e hmr X, 5 X2. 
Proqf: If @E CP(A, N) is associated to X,, we have X, c X,. Hence 
x * z x, when X, F Xz. Conversely, suppose that X, 5 X, for all 
@E CP(A, N) associated to X,. Denote by p, the representation of 
AO,,,NodefinedbyX,,i=1,2.TakerEX,andput~:xH(~,s~).The 
representation pa of A@,,, N” defined by X, is the subrepresentation of 
11, in X, @,v L*(N, q) having 40 h, as cyclic vector (where a faithful 
normal positive form cp has been chosen on N). The subspace (t 0 /I,, 
< E X, } being dense in X, @,V L*(N, cp), we get Ker ~1, = (7 ker I>@, where @ 
describes the set of all completely positive maps associated to X,. Thus 
kerp,=,kerp,. 1 
Hence, to study the property for a N-representation X, to be weakly 
contained in X2, it is enough to consider the case when X, = X,. This is 
the object of Section 2. 
1.9. Let (Xi)rt, be a family of elements in N-Rep(A). We denote by 
@ ,~, Xi the right N-module of all I-uples (5r),,, with ir, E X, and 
xit, ( li, 5, ) o-weakly convergent. Provided with the N-valued inner 
product ((ti), (q,)) =xIE, (ti, q,) it is a self-dual Hilbert N-module [16, 
p. 4581. There is a natural homomorphism 7~: A -+ YN (0 ,t, X,), given by 
4-x)((5,),,,) = (.x4,),,, 
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Thus we get a N-representation (n, @ Ii , X,), called the (ultraweak) dirwt 
sfdm of’ rlze furnil~ (X,), t, of N-representations. 
When all the X, coincide with X, we get a mzdtiple of X, denoted bq 
I’( I) 0 x. 
1.10. Now take two von Neumann algebras A4 and N. A 
N-rc~prr.sPntution (71, X) of M is called normul if 7~: M + YV(X) is normal. 
Every completely positive map associated to such a representation is nor- 
mal. Furthermore, if @E CP(M, N). notice that @ is normal if and only if 
it is the case for (z,,,, X,) [2, Lemme 2.21. 
Consider on M 0 N” the binormal norm 11 ljbl,, which respect the von 
Neumann algebra structure of both M and N” [lo]. The topological space 
Rep( M OhI,, N”) is a subspace of Rep( M @,,, N”). In the same way as we 
have identified N-Rep(A) to a subspace of Rep(A O,,,,, N”), we see that the 
normal N-representations of M are nothing else than the binormal 
representations of the C*-algebra MO,,,” N”. 
Thus, normal N-representations of M are objects equivalent to the 
correspondences from M to N introduced by A. Connes 16. 71. We shall 
call them M--N c,orrr.~p(~nL~enc~e.s i  the following. 
Remark that our notion of weak containment, applied to corresponden- 
ces coincides with the one of [ 131. 
1.1 I. DEFINITION. The N-N correspondence defined by the identity map 
I: N + N is called the identit)! correspondence [7] and is denoted by X, or 
N. Recall that X,= N with its obvious structure of right N-module, 71, 
being the identity map from N into y%(N) = N (see [I, Section 1.81, for 
instance). 
2. WEAK CONTAINMENT AND APPROXIMATE FACTORIZATIONS OF 
COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let A be a C’*-algebra and N a von Neumann 
algebra. We say that a subset F of CP(A, N) is invariunt if for @E F and 
hi N, the completely positive map XH h*@(.u)h belongs to F. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let A he u C*-ulgehru, N u von Neumann ulgehru und F mn 
invariant convex cone in CP(A, N). We equip the .spacr CP(A, N) bvith the 
topology qf’ pointw9.w a-M,euk convergence. Let @ he an element of the 
closure of F in CP(A, N). Then there exists u net (@,),t, in F, such thut 
@,( 1) < @( 1) ,for ull i E I, which converges to @. 
Proof: We consider first the case @( 1) = 1. Since F is convex, @ belongs 
to the closure of F for the topology of pointwise a-strong convergence. Let 
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(Y,),, , be a net in F converging to @ in this topology. For i E I and x E A 
Put 
@,(X)=4(1 + Y/,(1 )) ’ Y,(.r)( 1 + Y,( 1 )) ‘. 
Then (@,Ltl is a net of elements in F with @,( 1 ) < 1 for all i. We shall 
prove that @ = lim @, in the topology of pointwise a-weak convergence. 
Denote by X, the N-representation of A defined by Y,, and let <, be the 
corresponding cyclic vector. Put 
Observe that Y,(X)= (<,, x5,) and D,(X)= (q,, .uql) for x-EA. Take ISA 
and cp E N+ (the set of positive normal forms on N). We have 
and 
Since (r;-n,, 5,-q,> = (5,. <,>(<<,, i;,> ~ 1)’ (1 + (ti, t,)) ’ with 
(i’,, <,)(I + <t,, 5,)) ‘G 1, 
we get 
Hence we have 
Iv(@(-x) - @,(-~))I 
d Id@(x) - Yr/,(x))l 
+ II-4ld(‘v,(l)- 1)2)1’~2(1~(~,(1))1”2+ IId)> 
from which it follows that lim, cp(@,(x)) = cp(@(x)). 
Consider now the general case. Put h = @( 1) and let e be the support 
projection for b. By [3, Lemma 2.21 there exists a completely positive map 
Y: A -+ eNe such that Y( 1) = e and G(x) = h”* Y(x) h”” for H E A; and the 
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way in which Y is constructed shows that Y is in the closure of eFe. The 
first part of the proof gives a net ( Yi), t, in eFe c F. with Y#( I ) d e for all 
i, converging to Y. Define then 
0,: XH h’.2Y,(x) h’ 2, 
We get a net (@jr),+, in F which tends to @ and satisfies @, ( I ) d @( 1) for 
all i 15 I. 1 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let X, and X2 be two N-representations of’ u 
C *-rrlgehru A. Then X, is lcerrkly contained in X2 if‘ and only if ever)* com- 
pletelJ> positive mq @: A + N associated to X, is u o-kceuk point,zY.se limit 
qf’mups having norm less than //@II rend which ure finite .sums of’ completel?~ 
positive mups u.s.sociated to X2. 
Prooj: By Lemma 1.8, we have X, 5 X, if and only if X, 6 X, for 
every @ E CP(A, N) associated to X, But X, belongs to the closure of the 
set of all finite multiples of A’, if and only if there is a net of completely 
positive maps associated to such multiples of X2 which converges to @ in 
the topology of pointwise a-weak convergence, since X, has a basis of 
neighbourhoods of the form V(X,; %“, E), where $ is a o-weak 
neighbourhood of 0 in N and E a finite subset of A (see Section 1.6). Now 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 2.2 because the cone of all completely 
positive maps associated multiples of Xz is convex and invariant. 1 
2.4, PROPOSITION. In the previous proposition, suppose thut X, has a 
c~~clic vector r, und denote by @, the corresponding completelJt positive map. 
Then X, is wwzzkly contained in X2 if and only if @, is CI g-bceak pointwise 
limit of completely, positive maps having norm less thun /I@, I( and wahich are 
,finite .sum.s of completci?~ positive rnups associated to X2. 
Proof: Immediate from the proof of Proposition 2.3. 1 
2.5. DEFINITIONS [ 131. Let @, Y: A -+ N be two completely positive 
maps. We say that @ can he fhctored h,~ Y if there exist LI,, . . . . a,, E A. 
h,, . . . . h,, E N such that 
G(x) = i h: Y(a,*xa,)h, for every x E A. 
,.,=I 
Observe that, if r is the class of C:‘= 1 ai@h, E A 0 N in X,, we have 
D(x) = (5, nY’(.x)t) for all XE A, and thus X, is contained in X,. 
We denote by F, the invariant convex cone in CP(A, N) formed by the 
finite sums of completely positive maps which can be factored by Y. Note 
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that the elements of F,,, are completely positive maps associated to finite 
multiples of X,,,. 
We say that @ can be upprosin~utel~~ jtictoreti h>x Y if there is a bounded 
net in F, which tends to @ in the topology of pointwise o-weak con- 
vergence (or, equivalently. if @ belongs to the closure of F,, thanks to 
Lemma 2.2). 
Proof: Denote by G,, the invariant convex cone of all completely 
positive maps associated to finite multiples of X,,. It is easily seen that F,,, 
is dense in G, for the topology of o-weak pointwise convergence. Now we 
can conclude thanks to Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 2.2. 1 
3. INNER COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS 
3.1. A completely positive map @: N + N can be factored by the 
identity map if and only if there exists a finite sequence a,, . . . . u,, in N with 
Q(x) = C:‘=, a,*.~, for x E N. This is equivalent to the fact for X, to be 
contained in a finite multiple of the identity correspondence. 
Following 1141, we say that a completely positive normal map 
@: N + N is inner if there exists a sequence (LI,),,, in N such that 
Q(s) = 1 af.w, for all .Y E N, 
ii, 
where the convergence is o-weak. J. A. Mingo has shown [ 141 that @ is 
inner if and only if the correspondence associated to @ is contained in a 
multiple of the identity correspondence. When translated in our framework 
of Hilbert modules, this result has a straightforward proof. We shall only 
need the following lemma. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let I be u countable sef c$indit,es, (e ), F, the cunonicul huxc 
tfthe Hilbert spuce I’(I), und (P,),~, the corresponding sequence of runk one 
prqjections. Let Z be u commutative von Neumunn algebru und consider II 
projection p E Y’(12( I)) OZ. There e.Gst u tlecreasing .sequence (z, ),, , of 
projections in Z and a unitary U in 2(1’(I)) @ Z such that 
u*pu= c I),@:, 
IF, 
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Proqf: We may suppose that I= { 1, 2, . . . ) and write Z = L ’ ( I”, p) 
where ( Y, p) is a standard probability space. Then p may be considered as 
a measurable map J t-+ p( ~3) from Y into the set of projections of 9(/‘(I)). 
For n E (0, 1, . . . . CC ), define Y,, = 1~ E Y, dim p( JS) = 17). We get a partition 
of Y by measurable sets, and thanks to [S, Proposition 3, p. 1451 there 
exists a unitary element U in W(l’(Z))@Z such that 
(~‘*Pw(Y)= i p, for ~3 E Y,, and 113 1. 
,= I 
If we put z,,=C,-,,, II y,, we get li*pi:‘=X,.,p,O-,. 1 
3.3. PROPOSITIOK [14, Theorems 4.2, 4.3). Let A; he u ran Neumunn 
ulgehru and @: N -+ N a normul completely- positiw mup. The ,fi)llowing 
conditions are equitulent : 
(i) @ is inner: 
(ii ) the N-N correspondence X, is contained in N countable multiple 
of the identity correspondence; 
(iii ) there e.v’st.s a decreasing sequence (z, ), t , of centrul projections in 
N such that the c,orrespondence X, is equiwlent to the direct sum @ ,F, z, N 
of’ the .sllh(~orre.spondence.s I, N of’ the identit), one. 
Proof: (i)*(ii) Suppose that there exists a sequence (cl,),,, of 
elements of N such that Q(X) = xiE, a,*.uu, for all SE N. with a-weak 
convergence. Denote by < the element (a,),, , of I’( I) 0 N. Then we have 
Q(X) = (l. ~4 ) for all x E N, from which it follows that the correspondence 
X, is equivalent to the subcorrespondence of l’(Z) 0 N defined by the 
s-closed N-submodule of I’(Z) @ N generated by 
(ii) = (iii) We have to prove that a N-N subcorrespondence of 
l’(Z) 0 N is equivalent to a correspondence of the form @ ,F, 2, N. But 
a subcorrespondence of l*(Z)@ N is determined by a projection p in 
~v(l’(Z)@N)=Y(12(Z))@N which commutes with 1 @N [2, 1.81, that is, 
a projection p in Y(l’(Z))@Z where Z is the centre of N. By Lemma 3.2, 
there is a unitary U in Y(l’(Z))@Z such that U*PU=C,.~P,@~,, each 
z, being a projection in Z. It follows that the correspondence p( 1 ‘(I) @ N) 
is equivalent to mit, I, N. 
(iii ) j (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) * (i) Let U be an isomorphism from the Hilbert N-module X, onto 
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a N-submodule of I’(I)@ N, which intertwines the left N-actions. Put 
(u;),~, = r/r,. Then we have, for XE N, 
3.4. COROLLARY [ 141. Let N hr u ,fuctor und @: N + N a normal com- 
pletely positive mup. Thcj ,follo\~~ing conditions ure equivalent: 
(i) 0 is inner 
(ii) X, i.v equivalent to u countable multiple of’ the identity> corrc- 
spondence. 
4. COARSE N-REPRESENTATIONS AND 
COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS OF FINITE RANK 
4.1. Let cp be a positive form on A and still denote it by cp when con- 
sidered as a completely positive map from A to N. Let L*(A, cp) be the 
Hilbert space of the @-representation of A defined by cp. Then X, is the 
self-dual completion, written L*(A, (p) @ N, of the algebraic tensor product 
L’(A, cp) 0 N endowed with its obvious structure of right N-module and 
the N-valued inner product 
(h@n, h, @n,) = (h, h,) n*n, 
for all h, h, E L*( A, cp), n, n, E N. Moreover, rr,: A + 9,(X,) comes from 
the representation of A in L*( A, cp). 
Every N-representation of the form X,,, with cp faithful, will be called 
course. 
Now replace A by a von Neumann algebra M and take a faithful normal 
positive form cp on M. The usual Hilbert space version of X,p is 
L’(M) @ L*(N) equipped with the pair of commuting normal representa- 
tions p#V and pi, of M and NO, respectively, given by 
for XE M, ye N, h EL*(M), kE L’(N). Thus X, is, in our context, what 
A. Connes has called the coarse correspondence from M to N [6]. 
4.2. Given a complex vector space V, we let M,,(V) denote the linear 
space of n x n matrices with entries in V. We put M,, = M,,(C). 
We denote by FCP(A, N) the invariant convex cone of all completely 
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positive maps from A into N which admit factorizations A + @I M,, + 0’2 N. 
with @, and Q2 completely positive. 
We say that @ E CP(A, N) admits approximate fuctorizations through 
mutrix algebras if there is a bounded net of elements in FCP(A, N) 
converging to @ in the topology of pointwise o-weak convergence. 
Let now M, N be two von Neumann algebras. We say that 
@ E CP( M, N) admits normul rlpptxuimutr fuctorizutions through matrix 
ulgrhrus if it is the limit of a net (which may be chosen bounded, by 
Lemma 2.2) of composed completely positive maps M -+@I M,, --+@ N with 
@, normal. 
4.3. LEMMA. Let A he u C*-algebra, N u con Neumwn ulgrhru and cp u 
,f;lith@ positive ,form on A. The suhcone F,, in CP( A, N) ,formed h?l the,finite 
sums of’ completrlj. positive maps which can be jhctored by cp (viewed as un 
element qf’ CP(A, N)) is densely contained in FCP(A, N) provided with the 
topology of’ a-lr,eak pointbr,isr convergence. 
Proof: Take u, , . . . . u,,~A,h ,...., h,,~Nandlet@:A+Nbedefinedby 
@(.v) =x;_, h,*h,cp(a,*.~ua,). To see that F,c FCP(A, N) it is enough to 
check that 0 E FCP(A, N) because elements of F, are finite sums of such 
maps. But we have @= @, oQ2, where @,: A + M, and Q2: M,, + N are 
defined by 
@,: SH (cp(a,*xa,))~ M,, 
@2: (‘cl,,)++ 1 cq,h,*h, 
,,,= I 
and are completely positive. 
Let us prove now that F, is dense in FCP(A, N). By 13, Lemme 2.11 
every completely positive map @: M,, + N is given by a positive element of 
M,,(N); more precisely, there exist elements h:, . . . . h: in N, k = 1, . . . . p, such 
that 
@‘((q)) = c 1 (m* q,, for (a,,) 6 M,,. 
!.I ,., 
Thus, the lemma will be a consequence of the following result. 
4.4. LEMMA. Let A he a C*-al&vu und cp ufuithfil positive form on A. 
Let n he un integer and denote by C the convex cone of‘ ~11 maps in 
CP(A, M,,) which ure .finite Sums of completely positive maps qf’ the type 
-x H (cp(u?.~u,)) E M,,, 
\qith u, , . . . . a,, E A. Then C is den.se in CP( A, M,,) 
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Proof: By [3, Lemma 4.31 we may identify CP(A, M,,) to the positive 
cone of M,,(A). Moreover, the topology of pointwise convergence becomes 
the one induced by the weak topology a(M,,(A’), M,,(A)). Take 
GE CP(A, M,,) and let (q,,) be the positive element in M,,(A’) such that 
Q(s)= ((I,,,(-y)) for all .Y E il. 
Suppose that @ does not belong to the closure of C. Then by the Hahn 
Banach separation theorem, we may find an Hermitian element trz = (m,,) 
in M,,(A) and XE [w with 
($,tn><r<(@.n1) for all $ E c‘. 
Hence 
for all a, , . . . . u,, E A. 
lf we fix u, , . . . . N,, E A and put .Y = C,. , u,*tn,,u,. we have 
(p(u*.Yu) < 2 for all II E A 
and thus cp(m*su) 6 0 for all NE A. It follows that .Y GO, and by 120, 
Lemma 3.2, p. 1931, we see that -(nz,,) is a positive element in M,,(A). 
Therefore, we have C,, , q,,(m,,) 6 0, and this is impossible because my 3 0. 
Hence @ is in the closure of C. 1 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let A he u c’*-ulgehru, N II von Neumann ulgehru, q 
u faithful positive jorm on A, and X u N-representation of A. The ,following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X is w~eukl~~ contained in the course N-repre.sentation X,,? ;
(ii) Ever), completel~~ positive mup uxsociated to X cun he 
upproximutel>~ fuctored hex q; 
(iii ) Ever?, completely positive mup ussociuted to X udmits 
upproximute ,jirctorizutions through matri.u algebras. 
Prooj: The equivalence (i) o (ii) follows from lemma 1.8 and 
theorem 2.6. The equivalence (ii) 0 (iii) is a consequence of Lemmas 4.3 
and 2.2. 1 
4.6. Rcmurk. Observe that if X has a cyclic vector < in the above 
proposition , it is enough that Cp: x H (t, .ut) fulfils (ii) or (iii) for (i) to 
be true. 
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The next proposition has already been noticed by Popa [ 17, Proposition 
2.3.21 for finite factors. 
4.7. PROPOSITION. Let A hr u C *-ulgehru, N u .firctor und (p N ,firithfirl 
positive form on A. Then the coarse N-representution (ncp, X,,q) is ~vcwkl~, 
contained in an>’ N-representation (II, X) of‘ A such thut n is,fLlithfili. 
Prooj: Denote by py, (resp. ~1) the representation of A O,,, iv” 
associated to (zcp, X,,) (resp. (71, .I’)). As the Gelfand-NaimarkkSegal 
representation of A induced by q is faithful, we may identify A to its image 
in Y(L’(A, cp)). Then /I,,, becomes the canonical homomorphism from 
A @nor A”’ onto A O,,,, N” c Y’( L’( A, q) @ L’(N)). We have to prove that 
ker f),,, I ker p. 
Let /),4 and ~I:L. be the restrictions of p to A and N”. Then p’: is faithful 
since it is normal and N is a factor. On the other hand, it is easily checked 
that .Y F-+ X@ 1 is an isomorphism from Yb(X) onto a von Neumann 
subalgebra of U(H,), where H,y=XO,v L’(N) (see [l, Lemma 1.5(iii)], 
for instance). Therefore, /I,~ is faithful too. By a classical result from [lS]. 
it follows that 
is a well-defined isomorphism from p(A 0 N”) onto A 0 N”. This 
isomorphism is continuous when p(A 0 N”) is provided with the operator 
norm and A 0 N” with the minimal C*-norm 11 ll,,,,n. Hence, there is an 
homomorphism p’: p(A O,,,, N”) + A @,,, N” such that 0’ /I = p,, so 
ker ijrp I ker p. 1 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let A hr u C*-algrhru. N u firctor, und @I A + N II 
,fuithful completel~~ positive mup. Then un?’ mup Y: A --t N admitting 
,fuctorizutions A --f “‘I M,, + ‘I’? N \z,ith Y, , Y, complctcl?, positicr cun be 
upproximutely ,f&tored through @. 
Proof: Consider a faithful positive form cp on A (it does exist since ,V 
is a-finite and 0 is faithful). As 7~~ is obviously faithful, by Propositions 4.5 
and 4.7, we get 
x lp z x, 5 x, 
and the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.6. 1 
4.9. Remark. Replacing A by a von Neumann algebra M, the result of 
Lemma 4.3 remains true, with a similar proof, when all the considered 
completely positive maps are supposed normal. Thus, if cp is normal we 
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may replace approximate factorization by normal approximate factoriza- 
tion in (iii) of Proposition 4.5. 
5. THE CASE N INJECTIVE 
As a particular case, following an observation of J. A. Mingo in [ 131, we 
deduce the next proposition from the previous section. Thus, we again find 
a well-known result of Effros and Lance [lo, Proposition 4.51, which 
characterizes the semi-discrete von Neumann algebras. Recall that combined 
results of [ 10, 5, 4, 211 have shown that a von Neumann algebra is semi- 
discrete if and only if it is injective. 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let N be u von Neumann ulgehra ucting standurdly on 
the Hilhert spuce H. The ,fbllo\~ing conditions are equivulent : 
(i) The homomorphism q: N 0 N’ + 9(H) dqfined by q(n on’) = nn’ 
for n E N and n’ E N’ extends to N a,,,,, N’. 
(ii) (resp. (iii)) The identity map qf‘ N has (resp. normal) upproximate 
,frrctorixtion.s through mutrix ulgehrus. 
Proof. Denote by 0, and /I, the representations of NObln N” associated 
to the identity and the coarse correspondences, respectively. Then 0, is the 
canonical homomorphism from NOhln NO onto NO,,, N”, and )o, is the 
homomorphism s @ J’(’ H .rJjt*J from N Bbln NO onto the C *-algebra 
C’*(N, N’) generated in 9’(H) by N and N’, thanks to the identification 
between N’ and Nn given by the TomitaaTakesaki theory. 
The condition (i) in our proposition means that we may complete the 
diagram 
that is, p, is weakly contained in p,. Then the equivalence between our 
three conditions follows from Proposition 4.5 and Remarks 4.6 and 4.9. [ 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be u C*-algehru and N cm injective ,jirctor. 
Consider u N-representation (TC, X) of A Mtitll 7c .fuitQl. Then, un)! 
N-representation Y of A is weakly contained in X. 
Prooj: Take a faithful positive form cp on A. Since the coarse 
N-representation X,, is weakly contained in X by Proposition 4.7, we have 
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only to prove that Y S X,. But, as the identity map of N has approximate 
factorizations through matrix algebras, the same property is true for every 
@E CP(A, N). It follows from Lemma 4.3, that every completely positive 
map @ associated to Y is in the closure of F,,,. Thus we have X, G X,, and 
therefore Y 5 X,,. 1 
Proof: Immediate from Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 2.6. 1 
5.4. Renuwks. As an example, consider a C*-algebra A contained in an 
injective factor N. Then every completely positive map @: A + N is the 
pointwise a-weak limit of a bounded net of completely positive maps of the 
form .y H zy-, u,*.~u,, with N,, . . . . U,,E N. We have just to take for Y the 
injection A + N, in the above proposition. 
Of course, Proposition 5.3 is no longer true when N is not a factor. 
For instance, the completely positive maps @: N---f N which can be 
approximately factored through the identity map I: N + N are such that 
@(.y) = .Y for .Y in the centre of N. 
Proqf: The N-representation X,, is the (right) Hilbert N-module N 
gifted with the following left action of A 
( N, I? ) H 0 ( CI ) n for ueA and nrN. 
It is irreducible since A’ n N = UZ. 
Denote by Y the injection A -+ N. By Proposition 5.2, X,, is weakly con- 
tained in X,, and thus belongs to the closure of X,,, in N-Rep(A). Hence 
0 is the pointwise o-weak limit of a net of completely positive maps 
associated to X,. Such maps are of the form x ct U*XCI with a E N. 1 
5.6. Remark. Let fl be an automorphism of an injective factor N. 
By the above corollary, there exists a net (h,);,, in N such that 
x = lim, h,*0(x)h, o-weakly for all .Y E N; Then we have 
lim h,*h, = 1 (u-weakly) 
lim O(s)h, - h,.* = 0 (a-strongly), for all s E N. 
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When N is a finite factor, A. Connes has proved [S, Theorem 3.11 that this 
condition implies that 0 belongs to the closure Int N of the subgroup of 
inner automorphisms, in the automorphism group of N. This is no longer 
true in an arbitrary injective factor. For instance any automorphism of the 
injective 11 r factor R,,, 1 which does not preserve the trace is not in Int Ro, , 
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